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The Craft Reader, edited by Adamson, was praised by Barry Sc
‘kaleidoscopic mix of materials’, ‘put[ting] just enough order
down.’ Covering the period from the early 19th century to the
commissioned writings. The anthology is organised chronolo
such as craft’s putative opposition to industry; the revival and
theorisations of craft’s relations to fine art.
Another novel feature of the anthology is its geographical and
Gropius and William Morris are represented, The Craft Reade
considers unexpected contexts in Europe and America (such
this selection, the book greatly expands the frame of referenc
The texts were selected by Adamson from books, magazines,
and online sources. This required an intensive period of resea
Adamson wrote long introductory essays for each section of t
Unlike most scholarly anthologies, The Craft Reader is more
conceptual and historical structure for this emerging field of s
a large readership among practitioners and students, and gar
Modern Painters, Art in America, and Crafts, and in scholarly
Craft Research.
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